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Through this presentation you will learn:
● What are Open Educational Resources (OER)
● Types of OER
● Why we need them
● What makes them distinct
● How you can make the world better for others
You will also expand your definition of “Open”
What Are OER?
Definition: 
● Free teaching and learning materials 
● High quality
● “Peer reviewed”







● Produced by Rice 
University
● Used by 17,000 instructors 
in half of US colleges
● In use by 2.2 million 
students
● Highly rated
What Does it Mean to Be Open?






Open Access (To Learning Materials)
https://news.lib.wvu.edu/2019/02/28/libraries-offer-ways-to-combat-high-cost-of-textbooks/
Open Access (To Learning Materials)
https://news.cengage.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/CengageMC-Affordability-Survey-letter.pdf
Open Access (To Learning Materials)
https://news.cengage.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/CengageMC-Affordability-Survey-letter.pdf
Why are textbooks expensive?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhSjYT7pWkw&t=1s




The exclusive of copyright owners right to:
● Make copies of the work
● Sell and profit from a work
● Publicly display or perform the work
● Modify a work or create derivatives of it
● Authorize others to do the same over their work
Exceptions to Copyright
1. Fair use doctrine:




§ Research and education
Making a Fair Use Case
1. Purpose of use
2. Nature of the work
3. Amount used
4. Effect on the market for or the value of the work
Exceptions to Copyright
2. TEACH (Technology, Education and Copyright 
Harmonization) Act (2002)
● Accredited non-profit educational institutions may 
perform or display of a copyrighted audio visual work to 
students officially enrolled in a course.
● Performance and displays of works can be in class or 
online.
Conditions for the TEACH Act
● Work being performed or displayed must be legally 
acquired.
● Must be directly related to and integral to a class or 
session.
● If shown online instructor must prevent students from 
retaining or disseminating the work.
● Must not interfere with technological measures used by 
copyright owners to restrict access.
Linking:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhSjYT7pWkw&t=1s
If High School and College Textbooks Were Honest 
– Honest Ads
Public Domain
● Works whose copyright have expired
Types of public domain works:
● Works published before 1923
● Works published between 1923 – 1964 that have not been 
renewed
● Works made public domain by their authors
2. Open Licensing (A New Model)
License: legal document created by copyright 
owners, granting users specific, and limited, 
rights over their works.
Open License
Permission to engage in (or some forms of) 5R activities:
● Retain- make, own, and control copies of the content (e.g., download, 
duplicate, store, and manage)
● Reuse- use the content in a wide range of ways (e.g., in a class, on a 
website, in a video)
● Revise- adapt, adjust, modify, or alter the content itself (e.g., 
translate into another language)
● Remix- combine the original or revised content with other material to 
create something new (e.g., a mashup)
● Redistribute- the right to share copies of the original content, your 
revisions, or your remixes with others (e.g., give a copy to a friend)
Creative Commons License
https://library.sacredheart.edu/DigitalCommons_OpenAccess/CC
Legal Modification and Sharing of Information
Freedoms for Instructors
● Transcend limitations of textbooks
● Adapt, adjust, modify and alter OER content to suit their 
teaching needs
● Combine the original or revised content with other 
content to create something new 
OER Helps Students Financially and Academically
6 year University of Georgia 
Study of 22,000 
undergraduates
● OER decreased dropout rates by 
2.68%
● Grades for Pell Grant students 
increased by 10.98 %, dropout and 
fail reduced by 4.43%
● Grades for marginalized minorities 
increased by 13.13%, dropout and 
fail rates reduced by 5.13%
https://www.nonewtexts.com/blog/posts/textbooks-new-editions
3. Open Pedagogy




1. Encouraging students to become creators of information 
rather than simply consumers.
2. Students learn and demonstrate understanding through 
information creation.
3. Enable students to shape public knowledge.
4. Encourage student agency, participation, choice of 
expression in learning and ownership over their own 
learning experiences.
Emphases
● Student self direction
● Learner choice
● “Authentic assignments”
● Connect learning to real life experiences
Student OER Creation and Modification
● Student learning and motivation 
through textbook creation
● Modifying and adding 
perspectives to existing OER
● Example: The Open Anthology of 
Earlier America Literature by 
Robin Derosa
● Student peer review
Wiki-teaching
● Instructors teach students to edit Wikipedia articles.
● Students make contributions to popular public 
repositories of information.
● Students engage with and understand the politics of 
editing, and how “Truth” is negotiated by those who have 
access to the tools that shape it.
● 22,000 American students currently engaged in it. 
Student Controlled Learning Environments
● Expanding student creativity and collaboration
● Students make “personal cyberinfrastructures” (ie.Blogs)
● Create public, customizable spaces where they manage 
their own learning, control their own data, manage their 
own collaboration etc. 
Public Chats
● Students engage in social media chats with authors, 
experts, politicians and others
● Record and reflect on their conversations
● Use social media to direct their instructors, fellows 
students and others to their conversations
Open to Share and Inform
Advantages of OER
● Endless supply
● Challenging limitations of copyright
● Experimental new forms of teaching
OER at Clemson
OER Tutorial
Practical Guide on OER and 
copyright
Links to:
● Clemson Libraries Copyright 
LibGuide
● Copyright Renewal Catalogs
● Creative Commons License Chooser 
● Creative Commons Attribution Maker
Open Pedagogy Tutorial





● Links to OER search 
engines
● Links to OER 
repositories by type
● Links to media 
specific OER resources
● Links to discipline 
specific OER resources
● Where to get help 
Other Goodies
● OER events and Archive
● OER awards
● OER blog and listserv
Thank you!
Questions, Comments?
